A program to map the locations and frequencies of DNA tracts composed of only two bases ('Binary DNA') is described. The program, TRACTS (URL
INTRODUCTION
Much attention has been given to genomic base composition as expressed by %A,T (W) or %G,C (S), and that for good reason (1) . Much less attention has been given to the other two possible binary DNA compositions (2) , namely to the percentage purines (pyrimidines) or to the percentage of G,T (complemented by A,C). Both compositions are nevertheless very interesting, not because of their variation (they are always very close to 50%) but because in most genomes, long tracts made up of those binary pairs are present in huge excess over the amount expected in random DNA (Yagil, manuscript in preparation) .
The over-representation of oligopurine.oligopyrimidine tracts ('R.Y tracts') was first discovered by Chargaff and coworkers (3, 4) , even before the double helix was known. R.Y tract over-representation was confirmed in detail when sequence data began to accumulate (5) (6) (7) . Of the two other binary DNA pairs, long K.M tracts (G,T on one strand and A,C on the complementary one) were also found to be vastly overrepresented (7) in eukaryotes, while long W tracts are in high excess mainly in bacteria (8) . W and S tracts are autocomplementary, S tracts playing a role in GC islands.
The function of the excessive binary tracts has yet to be established. A series of experiments from this laboratory (9) and from others (10, 11) indicate that a DNA unwinding role may be involved (reviewed in 12). DNA unwinding, accompanied by complete or partial strand separation, is necessary for replication, transcription etc. and can be expected for the low melting bacterial W tracts (13, 14) . Early melting for R.Y or K.M tracts is less expected, but these binary motives are nevertheless found in particular high excess in 5 0 promoter regions of yeast and many mammalian genomes (5,15). Consequently, a program able to map and quantify the occurrence of the various binary tracts ought to be available to the bioinformatic community. This web version of TRACTS was written with that purpose in mind.
THE PROGRAM
The program resides presently at URL: http://bioportal. weizmann.ac.il/tracts/tracts.html and/or at: http://bip.weizmann. ac.il/miwbin/servers/tracts. TRACTS consists of three main modules: (i) an html/cgi interface module; (ii) ANEX-a parser for the annotation data, a convenient gene list with one line for each gene (exon and intron) is produced by ANEX; (iii) the main unit, which identifies binary tracts, generates lists of these tracts and analyzes the data including their distribution in genomic subregions (exons, introns, etc.). The package was originally written in Fortran (5, 8) and is rewritten in Perl 5.6.1 using HTML-CGI procedures. The package resides on a Unix server machine and can run up to 10 Mb of sequence at the present stage. A 'How to use' feature is accessible from the package.
Input
The program requires flat EMBL or GenBank files (.gbk) to be inserted. Versions accepting the gff format and certain XML formats are in preparation. User supplied sequences can also be analyzed but annotation features can be obtained only when annotation is supplied in GenBank or EMBL formats.
Output
Five output files are generated and can be chosen from: 1. Tract list: a list of all the binary DNA tracts longer than or equal to a certain length that is specified by the user. The list shows for each tract its length, the start and end positions, the match level (see below) and the base sequence of the tract listed. 2. Tract frequencies: a table that shows the number of tracts (and number of bases in these tracts) found for every length from one to the longest tract observed, as well as the number of tracts expected in random DNA of the same length and base composition (the formulas are given below). The table also shows the ratios between the numbers of found and expected tracts ('ratios'). 3. Subregion distribution: a table giving the number of found and expected tracts in the different genomic subregions (exon, intron or intergenic) as well as the ratio between the found and expected numbers. The subregional distribution table is considered the more informative output. When run under 'mRNA', the 5 0 UTR and 3 0 UTR subregions are included in the exons. When run under 'CDS', these subregions are counted and listed as intergenic (strictly: 'intercoding'). 4. Gene summary table: a one line entry for each gene (exon, intron) giving the name of the gene and feature, its direction (þ or À), start and end of the feature and a short functional description of the gene. 5. Annotated sequence: the full sequence analyzed is presented in a convenient 100 base 'landscape' format. The minimum length of a tract to be colored is user supplied (see options). Exons and introns are identified by their background colors and access to additional data is obtainable by mouse-activated links.
Options and parameters
In addition to the flat input files, the following parameters are entered by means of buttons, a window or a drop down menu: 1. The binary motive: the user can decide whether R.Y, K.M, or S;W motives are to be run, as pairs or individually. R and Y tracts as well as K and M tracts are generally combined, because when one of them is on the plus strand (the strand listed in GenBank), its pair mate will complement it on the minus strand. The autocomplementary S and W motifs can be individually run, which can be useful to users interested in GC islands. Poly A, poly G, poly C and poly T tracts can also be mapped. When the user chooses these or the 'none' button, the program will produce just the annotated sequence and the gene list. 2. Match level: tracts consisting of less then 100% of the designated binary pair can also be identified and listed by TRACTS. Thus, for instance, a 90% match level means that one 'outsider' base in 10 nt, or 3 in 30 nt, are tolerated and counted.
3. Genomic features: the user has to choose whether mRNA or CDS data will be extracted from the annotation table and processed. UTR regions will be identified only when the 'mRNA' parameter is chosen. Choice of mRNA is important when 5 0 promoters are of interest. However, many GenBank entries (e.g. yeast chromosomes) do not have yet mRNA entries. A combined analysis of both features, enabling separate UTR identification, is planned. 4. The minimum tract length to be displayed in the tract list and the annotated sequence, as well as a tract length for which to calculate subregional distribution, can be specified in the drop down menus.
Expected binary tract frequencies
The expressions by which frequencies of binary pairs expected in random DNA are calculated are as following [N(l ) gives the number of tracts of length l expected in randomized DNA of the same length L and base composition p as the analyzed DNA sequence]:
where p, q are the fractions of the participating base pairs (e.g. p is the fraction of A þ G). The number of bases expected in tracts of length n(l ) is simply:
To calculate expected values for only one motive in a pair, only one member of each sum is to be used. The expected number of tracts equal or greater than a given length l, N(!l ), can be shown to be (5, 8) :
The expected number of bases in tracts !l, n(!l), is:
These four expressions are valid only for tracts with no outsider bases (i.e. at the 100% match level). The validity of these expressions was tested by generating and running random DNA sequences of given base compositions and length L.
EXAMPLE-p53
As an example, the human oncostatic gene p53 (entry HSP53G, accession no. X54156, 20 303 bases) will be brought. p53 has 11 exons; about 50% of the sequence is in the first intron (10 738 nt). In Figure 1 , part of the annotated sequence, including exons 6-9, is shown, giving an impression of R.Y occurrences-mainly in the introns. The 'tract frequencies' table, the main output, is shown in Table 1 , for the R.Y tracts. In column 5 it can be seen that the longest tract fully-expected in randomized p53-like DNA would be 13 nt long, while 35 R.Y tracts longer than 13 nt are actually observed (column 4). Every tract length up to 26 nt (except 20 nt) is found, and three longer tracts, up to 39 nt, are present. The over-representation of the 13 nt tracts is already 5.53-fold (column 8, the ratio column). The smooth increase of the ratios from l ¼ 3 on, means that over-representation does not depend on a phenomenon related to a single length category. In Table 2 , a 'tract list' output, for all R.Y tracts in p53 longer than 17 nt, is shown. A number of 'simple' motifs can be identified in these tracts; other tracts are nevertheless as scrambled, or cryptic, as possible. Table 3 shows the subregion distribution for the p53 tracts (output 'subregions'); generally, coding regions are relatively poor in long tracts, as can be expected because of the load it imposes on the protein coding capacity. The last three long Y tracts in Table 3 are actually in the 3 0 UTR part of the gene, which is often loaded with binary tracts. The 5 0 intergenic region that includes the promoter region of p53, not a strong promoter, is atypically poor in binary tracts. The total excess of bases longer than 15 nt is 62-fold (last column of Tables 1 and 3 ).
CONCLUSION
Results from human chromosomes as well as from Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans and Arabidopsis thaliana genomes (Yagil, manuscript in preparation) show a similar general result-all binary tracts except for the S motif are heavily over-represented in all eukaryotes so far tested. Results for yeast (15) , for collections of vertebrate genes (7), for globin (7) and Drosophila (16) have been previously published and a more detailed discussion of the issues involved can be found in those publications. We hope that the web version of TRACTS will stimulate further studies on the perplexing phenomenon of the high binary DNA over-representation. of the Biological Computing Unit at the Weizmann Institute for their assistance in the presented endeavor.
